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Abstract— We consider the detection of faults in robotic
manipulators, with particular emphasis on faults that have not
been observed or identified in advance, which naturally includes
those that occur very infrequently. Recent studies indicate that
the reward function obtained through Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) can help detect anomalies caused by faults in a
control system (i.e. fault detection). Current IRL methods for
fault detection, however, either use a linear reward represen-
tation or require extensive sampling from the environment to
estimate the policy, rendering them inappropriate for safety-
critical situations where sampling of failure observations via
fault injection can be expensive and dangerous.

To address this issue, this paper proposes a zero-shot and
exogenous fault detector based on an approximate variational
reward imitation learning (AVRIL) structure. The fault detector
recovers a reward signal as a function of externally observable
information to describe the normal operation, which can then
be used to detect anomalies caused by faults. Our method
incorporates expert knowledge through a customizable reward
prior distribution, allowing the fault detector to learn the
reward solely from normal operation samples, without the need
for a simulator or costly interactions with the environment. We
evaluate our approach for exogenous partial fault detection in
multi-stage robotic manipulator tasks, comparing it with several
baseline methods. The results demonstrate that our method
more effectively identifies unseen faults even when they occur
within just three controller time steps.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting and diagnosing faults is a fundamental require-
ment for robustness in robotic systems. Faults are unexpected
changes in system function which hamper or disturb the
normal operation, and they often cause unacceptable de-
terioration in performance [1]. Timely and accurate fault
detection remains, however, a challenging task in the robotics
context for two main reasons. Firstly, the complexity and
volume of sequential data generated by robots require a data-
driven fault detection model with a strong expressive power
(e.g. recurrent neural networks). Secondly, in safety-critical
environments, insufficient knowledge about the ramifications
of faults and the costly or even unfeasible collection of
fault samples necessitates a fault detection algorithm that
can detect anomalies caused by previously unseen faults. In
fact, some faults that occur in practice may never have been
observed until they happen in the robot, yet they should still
be detected.

A fundamental question in fault detection is how to
understand and model the “normal operation” of the robotic
system. Recent research suggests that all behaviours of
intelligent agents can potentially be viewed as processes in
which the agent seeks to maximize a reward function [2]. If a
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robot has faults that cause abnormal operations, it could not
only fail to complete its task but also present a safety risk to
its environment and human operators, thereby deviating from
its intended objective. From this perspective, fault detection
can be seen as an examination of the deviation of the actual
behaviour of the robot from its intention (i.e. maximizing a
reward signal), within a given task objective.

As such, a decrease in this reward can indicate a deviation
from the normal operation of a manipulation task, assuming
that the task environment and the robot’s intention remain un-
changed. Based on this idea, reinforcement learning (RL) has
been shown to be an effective approach for detecting faults
if the reward function is known. Most RL-based fault detec-
tion methods require, however, a simulator with an explicit
dynamic model that has been constructed from previously
observed data and a handcrafted reward function [3], [4]. As
a result, they may not be suitable for detecting previously
unseen faults, or may not work when the explicit dynamic
model and reward function is unknown. Especially when the
fault detector has a different observation space than the robot
controller, learning explicit system dynamics or handcrafting
a reward function based on externally observable information
is usually non-trivial to overcome.

Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) provides a way to in-
fer a reward function from observational data that implicitly
represents the intention of the intelligent agent. Most recent
IRL algorithms are based on the maximum entropy princi-
ple [5], which computes a reward distribution that maximizes
the entropy among all distributions that achieve at least the
same total reward. Additionally, IRL approaches based on
deep neural networks can learn to represent complex reward
functions. The reward function recovered by IRL can be used
to measure whether the current observation is consistent with
the agent’s intention (i.e. normal operation). A decrease in
reward can thus indicate the existence of anomalies, offering
a new approach to anomaly detection.

Recent advances in anomaly detection have leveraged the
properties of IRL to enable data-driven anomaly detection
without requiring knowledge of a predefined reward function
that describes the agent’s intention. While some research
has been conducted in this field, such approaches often
require intensive interaction with the environment to estimate
the policy [6] or use a simple linear function to represent
the reward [7]. As a result, such methods are hard to use
in safety-critical scenarios where exemplars of faults are
challenging or impossible to induce and observe.

For the deployment of IRL methods in anomaly detection
without the presence of fault samples, we aim for the reward



function to depict not just the task’s progress, but also
the difference between normal and faulty operations. In
many industrial settings, during repetitive maneuvers such as
device installation or object movement, a robotic manipulator
may perform several stages of non-linear movements (e.g.
installing a part onto a platform after moving it), while ac-
cessing only a limited set of its many possible configurations,
leading to sparse sampling of configuration space. Therefore,
achieving this goal is challenging without incorporating
additional information, such as expert knowledge, into the
IRL-based fault detection model.

In response to these challenges, we propose a zero-shot
IRL method to detect anomalies in robot manipulation tasks
caused by faults, without the need for faulty data in the
training set or the explicit system dynamics model. The fault
detector is based on what we refer to as the Approximate
Variational Reward Imitation Learning (AVRIL) [8] struc-
ture, which approximates reward and Q-value distributions
through variational inference. This makes it a completely
off-policy IRL algorithm, as it doesn’t require sampling for
policy evaluation nor a solution to a forward RL problem.
For a specific manipulation task, our fault detector can be
trained offline using only the data observed during normal
operation, while leveraging the helpful features of IRL to
enhance fault detection.

The AVRIL algorithm assumes that the reward is a latent
variable associated with the observed behaviour and that the
reward distribution during normal operation can be inferred
from a pre-defined reward prior distribution, taking into
account the observations obtained from normal operations.
By using a standard Gaussian distribution as the reward prior,
the sparsity of the reward can be regularized, which helps
to stabilize the reward signal and avoid over-fitting to the
policy [9]. A Gaussian prior may, however, not always be
the best option to serve as the reward prior that describes
normal operations, especially for fault detection in repeat
maneuvers of robotic manipulators.

In this study, we explore the use of a reward prior
represented by a Beta distribution. This distribution adjusts
the magnitude and sparsity of reward towards a predefined
level within fixed bounds, which helps the AVRIL fault
detector capture the characteristics of a repetitive maneuver
performed by a robotic manipulator. Furthermore, we also
adopt variance regularization in the reward space to regu-
larize the variability of the expected reward posterior over a
mini-batch of samples towards a set value, in order to further
prevent over-fitting.

We validate our framework by conducting exogenous
online fault detection in two simulated scenarios. In each
scenario, a Panda robotic manipulator, controlled by a Soft
Actor-Critic (SAC) [10] reinforcement learning controller, at-
tempts to accomplish a manipulation task, (i.e. door opening
or block lifting), while two types of faults are injected into
different numbers and positions of the robotic manipulator’s
joints. The fault detector itself has no prior knowledge (i.e.
no training data) related to these faults. The purpose of
the fault detector is to detect the presence of faults within

a short time window following their injection, to prevent
catastrophic damage if the fault persists.

This paper gives four contributions:
1) A zero-shot and exogenous fault detection framework

based on the AVRIL structure, which recovers a reward
function that describes the agent’s intention under
normal operation as a function of externally observable
information, where the decrease in the reward enables
timely detection of anomalies caused by faults.

2) A method to incorporate expert knowledge about the
characteristics of the manipulation task into the fault
detector, this is achieved by selecting a Beta-family
prior and variance regularization target value over the
reward space, so as to detect unseen fault based solely
on the information observed from normal operations.

3) A solution using the proposed framework, for exoge-
nous partial fault detection in the door opening and
block lifting tasks. The trained fault detector effectively
distinguishes various unseen faults in different tasks by
giving different reward outputs.

4) A quantitative evaluation of different fault detectors,
with respect to their effectiveness and speed in unseen
fault detection.

II. RELATED WORK

Fault detection techniques aim to detect whether a fault
has occurred when the robot undergoes an abnormal opera-
tion [11]. Although some faults that significantly disturb the
behaviour of the robot can be easily detected (e.g., a robot
stops working), most abnormalities in robot operations are
due to partial faults [12].

Partial faults in robotic manipulators do not result in a
complete failure of the system (e.g. the entire manipulator
stops working), but rather cause the system to operate at a
degraded level (e.g. one joint becoming unresponsive). These
partial faults may initially result in only slight deviations
from the robot’s intended normal operation. Therefore, task-
specific approaches that employ dedicated models designed
for the task at hand are typically necessary to detect partial
faults [13].

Moreover, Fault detection approaches in robotics can be
distinguished into two types: endogenous and exogenous.
Endogenous fault detection relies on a centralized fault de-
tector that is integrated into the robot’s control system, while
exogenous fault detection uses a detector that is independent
of the robot and observes the robot from the outside, which
allows for the detection of a wider range of faults, especially
partial faults [14].

Most endogenous and some exogenous fault detection
approaches rely on monitoring the robot’s internal variables
(e.g. motor torque and circuit current). However, this typi-
cally requires additional sensing and communication mod-
ules to reliably report these variables [15], [16], as well as
the need for an explicit dynamics model of the manipulator
based on these internal variables [17]–[19]. Incorporating
these components raises the level of complexity within the
robot system and the fault detector is compelled to presume



that these components will remain fault-free, which is not
always feasible in real-world applications. To address these
challenges, Christensen et al. [20] designed an exogenous
fault detection protocol for multi-robot systems that detect
faults in other robots from externally observable information,
without relying on internal sensors. That approach, however,
requires the robots to repeatedly perform a predefined be-
havioural protocol created for the diagnosis of specific faults,
and as a result, it is not suitable for detecting unseen faults.

Data-driven machine learning approaches are sometimes
used in fault detection, especially for scenarios with multi-
dimensional observation space and difficult-to-solve dynam-
ics models [21]. While most data-driven approaches are
designed for supervised learning with known (expected)
faults [22], some recent work has considered detecting
unseen faults using zero-shot methods (i.e. samples indica-
tive of faults are absent or only partially present in the
training set). Zero-shot learning approaches either apply
transfer learning techniques to adapt a model learned on
a different yet sufficiently similar system [23], or integrate
expert knowledge by selecting a set of attributes from an
interpretable attribute space [24]–[26]. In these approaches,
selecting the set of attributes is important for the perfor-
mance of the fault detector and it is not a straightforward
task, particularly for multi-stage maneuvers. This is because
motion characteristics are often difficult to describe through
interpretable attributes (e.g. semantic words), and the de-
scription can vary between different stages (e.g., the robot
moves “straight forward” in the first stage and then “rotates”
in the next stage).

Our framework can be seen as a zero-shot and exogenous
approach to detecting anomalies caused by faults. Unlike
other approaches for reward inference from observations
(e.g. normalizing flows [27]), our approach, based on an
AVRIL structure, employs a customizable reward prior. This
serves as a tool for integrating expert knowledge of normal
operational characteristics through a prior distribution in
a one-dimensional reward space, thus enabling zero-shot
learning only from normal operation samples.

While our approach is not very sensitive to the choice
of the two parameters for the reward prior distribution
within the predefined surrogate distribution family, and we
believe it can be readily to be adjusted automatically, in
this work, we simply delegate it to a human expert’s as-
sessment of task observations. Compared to other zero-shot
learning approaches that involve attribute selection from a
high-dimensional interpretable space [28], our framework
significantly reduces the number of parameters that experts
need to determine.

III. AVRIL FAULT DETECTION FRAMEWORK

We model the exogenous fault detection process as a Par-
tially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [29],
consisting of a 7-tuple (S,A,T, R,Ω, O, γ). The POMDP
includes robot states s ∈ S, robot actions a ∈ A, state
transitions T, a reward function R, an observation space for
the exogenous fault detector Ω, an observation model O that
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the AVRIL fault detection framework, in which the
model is trained from exogenous observations from an external sensor, and
actions taken during normal operation. Once trained, the framework detects
previously unseen faults in an exogenous manner, using the reward encoder
that takes exogenous observations as input. Expert knowledge about the
manipulation task’s characteristics is implicitly conveyed through a reward
prior distribution.

defines the relationship between o and the internal state s,
and a discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1]. We assume that during
normal operation, the manipulator follows an underlying
policy πn, and the fault detector receives observation o ∈ Ω
from an external sensor. The fault detector is trained from
a dataset of normal operation D, which consists of pairs of
adjacent observations and actions (ot, at, ot+1, at+1), t ∈ N,
where a is sampled from πn(s).

Unlike many IRL approaches [30], [31], the AVRIL fault
detector learns a reward function that describes the agent’s
intention solely from normal operation. AVRIL considers
the reward as a latent representation of the action, allowing
the use of variational inference to solve the Q function and
the reward in the same loop. Specifically, AVRIL aims to
minimize the KL divergence between a surrogate distribution
over reward qφ and the posterior distribution of the reward
given data D, as shown below:

minqφ∈Q{DKL(qφ(R)||p(R|D))} , (1)

where Q denotes the family of surrogate distributions, and
φ represents the parameters of the reward encoder network.
In our implementation, we restrict the reward space to be
R ∩ [0, 1], and we set Q to be the Beta distribution family
Beta(a, b) satisfies that a ≤ b ≤ 1. In our experiments,
the parameters a, b are manually selected. Our result is not
significantly affected by these parameters, but its detailed
optimization is outside the scope of this paper. The reward
encoder generates a posterior reward distribution within Q
based on the reward prior and exogenous observation in Ω.

Similarly, the Q-function encoder maps observations and
actions to Q values, and its parameters are denoted as θ. In
this variational inference setting, we optimize the reward and
Q-value encoders using the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO)
objective:



FELBO =
∑

(o,a)∈D

exp(ψQθ(o, a))∑
b∈A exp(ψQθ(o, b))

−DKL(qφ(R(o))|p(R)) ,

(2)
in the ELBO objective function, we assume that the nor-
mal operation policy πn is Boltzmann-rational over Q val-
ues [32]. Subsequently, the conditional probability of the
robot’s behavioural data D, given the reward signal p(D|R)
can be approximated via a Boltzmann distribution over Q
values. Where ψ is the inverse temperature in the Boltzmann
distribution formula. Moreover, p(R) denotes the reward
prior, and the choice of p(R) and the surrogate distribution
family Q reflects the expert’s understanding of the charac-
teristics inherent to the normal operation.

In addition, to jointly update reward and Q-value encoders,
AVRIL introduces a consistency constraint in addition to
the ELBO objective function. This objective couples the
output of the two encoders by maximizing the likelihood
of the temporal difference reward given the reward poste-
rior. Rewriting the constraint under KTT conditions with a
Lagrange multiplier λ, the consistency constraint brings an
additional term to the objective function:

Fconsistancy =
∑

(o,a,o′,a′)∈D

λlog(qφ(Qθ(o, a)−γQθ(o′, a′))) .

(3)
Recent developments in deep generative models [33], [34]

suggest that incorporating constraints on the generator and
discriminator’s output variance can enhance the model’s
generalization ability. In AVRIL, the Q-values estimated
by the Q-function encoder are evaluated under the reward
posterior distribution from the reward encoder, making it a
generative model in the reward space. From this perspective,
to enhance the generalizability of the retrieved reward sig-
nal across different unseen faults while avoiding overfitting
the data from normal operations, we suggest an additional
regularization objective. This objective aimed at modulating
the expected value of the estimated reward posterior over the
normal operation dataset D, to align it more closely with a
predefined target variance v:

Fregularization = −(V aro∈D[Eqφ(R(o))]− v)2 , (4)

where the target variance v represents the expert’s compre-
hension of the difference among attained observations across
different stages of normal operation. In all experiments
introduced in this paper, we set v = 0.01. Finally, by
combining all three aforementioned objectives, we obtain an
objective for the AVRIL fault detector as follows:

F = FELBO + Fconsistancy + Fregularization . (5)

Fig. 1 provides a general overview of the framework.
From a graphical model standpoint, the relationships between
variables in our approach can be summarized as shown in
Fig. 2, where the dotted line signifies parameterized neural

network representations of the conditional probability of the
internal state given the external observation.
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Fig. 2. A graphical model representation of the AVRIL exogenous fault
detector, for a time step t, the reward Rt is considered as a latent variable
that drives the behaviour of the robot at. θ, φ represent the parameters of
the Q value and reward distribution encoders respectively. It is assumed
that both encoders include a parameterized representation of an inverse
observation model, which translates external observations ot into the robot’s
internal state st (represented by the dotted line).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

A. Problem Statement and Fault Injection

To evaluate the effectiveness and limitations of our pro-
posed approach, we concentrate on the timely detection of
partial faults in manipulation tasks. Our experimental scheme
is inspired by the fact that in industrial settings, robotic
manipulators often perform the same routine operations for a
given task. When a partial fault occurs, the state of the robot
may not be drastically altered immediately, but over time, the
robot may complete the task with less efficiency/accuracy,
and in certain cases, a partial fault can even lead to disastrous
consequences. As illustrated in the first part of Fig. 3, where
a robotic manipulator is shown performing a door opening
task, one of its joints receives zero action since time step 3
due to a stuck-at-zero partial fault. At time step 6, despite the
presence of the fault for three time steps, there is no visible
difference between the robot’s pose and the pose it would
have in normal operation. By the end of the episode, however,
the robotic manipulator with the fault is stuck in the door
handle, leading to a catastrophic failure in accomplishing the
task’s objective.

To tackle the challenges associated with real-time exoge-
nous partial fault detection, our focus is on partial fault
detection within three controller time steps in simulated
manipulation environments, as shown in Fig. 3. During
normal operation, the robotic manipulator is controlled by a
SAC controller, which repeatedly executes a maneuver, such
as opening a door or lifting a block. The SAC controller
makes proprioceptive observations of all robot joints and
manipulated objects as input and generates the desired end
effector pose. An Operation Space Control (OSC) solver [35]
then translates the desired end effector position pose into
the torque command for each joint, which is finally sent to
the robot manipulator as the action. As depicted in Fig. 1,
the AVRIL fault detector is trained on the readings from
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Fig. 3. An example of a normal and a faulty episode of the door opening
task, and reward signal estimated by the AVRIL fault detector over the
course of each episode. In the faulty episode, a stuck-at-zero partial fault is
injected into one of the joints since time step 3.

external sensors (e.g., RGB-D camera or an IMU strapped
to the manipulator) and the discretized actions recorded
during normal operations. Precisely, the action of each joint
a is discretized according to its rotational torque direction
a ∈ {counterclockwise, no torque, clockwise}. After train-
ing, the AVRIL fault detector detects the presence of faults
in an exogenous manner—i.e., solely through externally-
observable information from external sensors [36], [37]. In
this paper, we assume that the AVRIL fault detector detects
faults from an external virtual sensor. This sensor reliably
tracks the following externally observable information.

1) Joint positions: the position of the four joints farthest
from the base, each represented as a three-dimensional
vector in the Cartesian world coordinates.

2) Joint velocities: the rotation speed of each joint
relative to its adjacent joint, each represented by an
angular velocity value in rad/s.

3) Target position: the relative position of the manipu-
lation target (e.g. door handle, the centre of the block)
to the end effector of the manipulator.

Inspired by previous studies [13], we simulate two kinds
of partial faults through fault injection to the joint torque
command, which represent two commonplace and represen-
tative faults in robotic manipulators.

1) Stuck-at-constant: The input command torque of one
or more joints is stuck at a random value. This sim-
ulates a controller software crash or a communication
problem between the controller and the motor.

2) Stuck-at-zero: The input command torque of one or
more joints becomes zero. This usually occurs with
a physical failure during command transmission and
execution of the motor in the joint.

Note that since the fault injection is made in the action
space and due to the inertia of the manipulator, neither fault

will immediately change the joint velocity to a fixed value.
Additionally, the stuck-at-zero fault can be considered as an
extreme and special case of the stuck-at-constant fault. In our
experiments, we randomly inject one kind of fault into one to
three different joints at a random time point t in each episode.
To assess whether the reward retrieved by the AVRIL fault
detector can serve as a fault detection score to distinguish
between observations from faulty and normal operations, we
examine the averaged fault score ra over a three-step fault
detection window:

ra(ot) =

∑
i∈[0,3)RAVRIL(ot+i)

3
, (6)

where RAVRIL denotes the mean of the reward posterior
estimated by the AVRIL fault detector.

The dataset for each round of evaluation consists of two
sets of observations. The first set, Do

n, consists of sequential
observations and actions gathered during normal operation.
The second set includes T sub-sets of observations collected
during faulty operations Do

f (t), t ∈ [1, T ]. In each episode of
a sub-set Do

f (t), the same kind of fault is injected from the
tth time step, and T denotes the latest possible time step at
which faults can be injected in the experiment configuration.
Given the estimated reward over both sets of observations,
we construct the average area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUCa) as an evaluation metric, the
AUCa evaluates the effectiveness of a fault detection score
(e.g. reward signal in AVRIL fault detector) in differentiating
between normal and faulty observations within the fault
detection window:

AUCa =

∑
t∈[1,T ] AUC({ra(ont )|on ∈ Don}, {ra(o

f
t )|of ∈ Dof (t)})

T
,

(7)
where ra denotes the averaged fault score defined in Equa-
tion 6, and AUC(A+,A−) represents the AUC computed
from the fault detection scores of two sets of observations
associated with two different categorical labels (e.g. normal
episodes versus episodes where faults are injected since the
third timestep).

B. Experiment Setup

We assess the effectiveness of our approach in two sim-
ulated manipulation tasks – the Door opening and Block
lifting tasks, using a Panda arm model in the Robosuite
simulator [38]. As depicted in Fig. 4, both tasks involve
non-linear movements and can be split into two stages.
Furthermore, the Block lifting task generates different and
sparser observations than the Door opening task.

For each task, we train a SAC to control the robot to
complete the tasks. Following this, we collect 1,000 episodes
of normal operation data for each task by repeatedly execut-
ing the pre-trained SAC controller. An episode is considered
to be under normal operation when the robot successfully
completes the task at the end of the episode, such as opening
the door more than 17 degrees or lifting the block higher than
15 cm.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the two stages division of normal operations of
Door opening and Block lifting tasks. In the Block Lifting task, the robotic
manipulator experiences fewer motion restrictions from the environment
compared to the Door opening task. As a result, the observations it attained
are more thinly dispersed across the observation space.

In addition, we collect 1,000 episodes of faulty operations
for each task. In each episode, a stuck-at-constant or a stuck-
at-zero fault as described above is induced in between one
and three randomly selected joints. The fault injection time
step is chosen randomly between the first and fifth time step
in each episode from a uniform distribution.

We compare our approach to two unsupervised anomaly
detection models, namely the One-class Support vector
machine (O.-c. SVM) [39] and Long short-term memory
autoencoder (LSTMAE) [40]. The O.-c. SVM constructs
a hyperplane in Ω to describe the distribution of normal
observations based on training data containing only normal
operations. When presented with an unseen observation
ot ∈ Ω, the O.-c. SVM calculates the fault detection score
RSVM(ot) of the observation based on its distance from the
separating hyperplane, as shown in Equation 8,

RSVM(ot) = sigmoid(
|W · ϕ(ot) + b|

||W ||
) , (8)

where SVM parameters W and b are used together to define
the hyperplane, and the function ϕ maps the observations to
a higher dimensional space. The dot product of two observa-
tions that have been transformed by ϕ is characterized by the
SVM kernel function. In our experiment, we use a 5-degree
polynomial kernel for the O.-c. SVM, as it shows the best
performance in all experiment scenarios.

On the other hand, the LSTMAE generates a reconstruc-
tion for the observation ot based on observations from prior
time steps within the current episode. We then construct a
fault detection score for each observation by calculating the
mean-squared reconstruction error between the reconstructed
and actual observation, as defined below, in which no denotes
the dimension of observation ot:

RLSTMAE(ot) = sigmoid(
||ôt − ot||2

no
) . (9)

We train and evaluate all the approaches on the data col-
lected from each combination of task and fault respectively.
In each round, we randomly shuffle the 1000 episodes of
normal operation data and divide them into two sets of
500 episodes. The first half is reserved for training and
validation, and the second half is used for evaluation. During
the training of deep learning-based methods, such as AVRIL
and LSTMAE, we set aside 100 of the 500 episodes in the
first half of the normal data as a validation set to prevent
over-fitting. Training stops when the loss on the validation set
stops decreasing. For the training of the O.-c. SVM baseline,
all 500 episodes are used as the training set. We use the
remaining 500 episodes of normal operation data and all
faulty operation data as the evaluation set. Given the eval-
uation set, we compare the efficiency of the fault detection
score from baselines and the mean of reward posterior from
our approach in differentiating between observations sampled
from faulty and normal operations in the evaluation set,
using the AUCa metric as defined in Equation 7. Throughout
both training and evaluation, we set AVRIL discount factor
λ = 0.5 and inverse temperature ψ = 1.

Apart from comparing our approach with baselines, we
also investigate the impact of incorporating expert knowledge
on the fault detection outcome. To achieve this, we construct
an AVRIL fault detector without expert knowledge, where
the Beta reward prior is replaced by a standard normal
distribution N (0, 1). In this configuration, if the consistency
constraint in Equation 3 is satisfied, the KL-divergence term
in Equation 2 will become a simple regulator over the
variance of the retrieved reward [8].

C. Result Analysis

The averaged AUC of the AVRIL fault detector and two
baselines under different fault and task configurations are
shown in Fig. 5. We find that the best AVRIL reward
prior configuration varied for the two tasks with different
observation sparsity, as discussed in Fig. 4. Specifically, for
the Door opening task where the normal operation produces
observations with lower sparsity, the Beta(5, 1.5) prior
achieved the best results. In contrast, for the Block lifting
task that produces sparser observations, the reward prior
Beta(15, 1.5) with lower variance, which constrains the
subspace of higher rewards closer to the attained observations
from normal operation, yields better results.

The results in Fig. 5 indicate that the AVRIL fault de-
tector outperforms the LSTMAE and O.-c. SVM baselines
for the more general stuck-at-constant fault, provided the
prior distribution is appropriately configured. This advantage
becomes particularly evident in the Door-opening task, where
observation sparsity is relatively low, thus increasing the risk
of over-fitting for fault detectors.

The stuck-at-zero fault, however, is a special case of the
more general stuck-at-constant fault, although AVRIL again
outperforms the baselines in the Door opening task. However,
in the Block lifting task, the performance of the AVRIL fault
detector is not superior to the baselines. This observation
suggests that while an appropriately chosen reward prior can
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Fig. 5. Averaged AUC of the AVRIL fault detector and baseline approaches
across various combinations of tasks and faults, based on 20 repetitions with
distinct random seeds. Box plot colours indicate different numbers of faulty
joints. The AVRIL fault detector outperforms baselines in all task and fault
combinations except in the detection of a stuck-at-zero fault in the Block
lifting task.

help the model improve performance on more general tasks,
it may not be able to perfectly describe all of its specific
sub-tasks, given its highly abstract representation of expert
knowledge.

Furthermore, we conduct an analysis of the impact of the
prior distribution on fault detection outcomes. Where we
substitute the Beta prior distribution with a standard nor-
mal distribution N (0, 1). Results show that the appropriate
selection of the reward prior is crucial for the performance
of the AVRIL fault detector. Specifically, when using the
N (0, 1) reward prior, the averaged AUC results for both
tasks become worse. This degradation is more noticeable in
the Door-opening task, which produces lower observation
sparsity and therefore a higher risk of over-fitting.

In general, the reward signal retrieved by our approach can
be used as a more effective indicator for identifying previ-
ously unseen faults in most experiment scenarios. Comparing
two tasks with varying degrees of observation sparsity, our
approach performs better on the task with lower observation
sparsity, where normal operation observations represent only
a small fraction of the entire observation space. This is
evidenced by the higher performance gain achieved using
the customized reward prior and the greater outperformance
over the baselines in terms of the averaged AUC.
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Fig. 6. Averaged AUC of AVRIL fault detectors with different reward
priors over different tasks with stuck-at-constant fault (experiments over
20 repetitions). Results indicate that incorporating the Beta prior, which
incorporates expert knowledge, significantly improves the fault detector’s
performance across both tasks.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a zero-shot exogenous fault detection method
using the AVRIL structure and assessed its efficacy within
the context of detecting faults during recurrent robotic ma-
nipulator tasks. In this context, the fault detector is trained
solely on data from normal operations and is capable to
detect unseen faults through the retrieved reward function.
The customizable reward prior distribution in AVRIL enables
the incorporation of high-level expert knowledge about the
manipulation task in an interpretable manner. Through our
experiments, we find that a Beta(a, b) prior where a ≤ b ≤ 1
is a suitable description for the manipulation tasks, as it
enables the exogenous fault detector to identify faults from
externally observable information more efficiently.

Our approach is evaluated within two distinct two-stage
manipulation tasks with different observation sparsity, using
the Robosuite simulator. Results show that the reward signal
from our approach better distinguishes most unseen faults
compared to the reconstruction error in LSTMAE and the
distance to the hyperplane in O.-c. SVM baselines. Moreover,
the use of the Beta reward prior improved performance in
all tasks compared to the standard Gaussian prior.

The automated selection of the parameters for the Beta
reward prior distribution is a topic for future work. In
addition, we seek to explore the applicability of this generic
framework to other categories of fault detection tasks in
robotics, especially in monitoring real-time movements of
robotic manipulators with high-dimensional sensor inputs,
such as camera images.
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